
Amy Hartman English II Assignments  ahartman@mcisd.esc18.net  

 

Tuesday, March 17 

Read chapter 3 of The Pearl. 

Wednesday, March 18 

Answer chapter 3 questions for The Pearl. 

Thursday, March 19 

Read chapter 4 of The Pearl. 

Friday, March 20 

Answer chapter 4 questions for The Pearl. 

Monday, March 23 

Read chapter 5 of The Pearl. 

 

Resources: 

 The Pearl, by John Steinbeck Text:  

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4a82/79dae50f2e8abef2cad4f7339b175a07e36

3.pdf 

**Note** I have included the questions for chapters 1 and 2 in case you were 

absent on one of the days we were in school. 

* There are 2 ways you can turn this in: you may email it to my email address at 

the top of the page, or you may bring it to the school on Monday morning to 

give to Mrs. Carrillo. 

* Additional assignments will be available as needed. 

mailto:ahartman@mcisd.esc18.net
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4a82/79dae50f2e8abef2cad4f7339b175a07e363.pdf
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Chapter 1 (pg. 1-16)  

1. What is a parable and why do you suppose Steinbeck calls our attention to this in his preface?  

2. What do the names of the characters suggest about the setting for this story?  

3. Who appears to be the protagonist in this story?  

4. Who would you guess the antagonists will be?  

5. On pages 3-4 Kino has arisen and the day has begun. What is this song he hears and what does it 

suggest about how he is feeling this morning?  

6. On page 4 (1st full paragraph) the song Juana sings is part of the family song and all of it, Kino 

perceives, is part of the Whole. What Whole?  

7. While Kino’s environment is safe and pleasant, how does the picture of the ants and the roosters 

underscore the struggle for the survival in nature?  

8. On page 6, what new song comes to Kino? Why?  

9. How does Juana’s reaction to the scorpion show two sides of the Indian culture?  

10. When the narrator says, “Kino had wondered often at the iron in his patient, fragile wife” (8) what 

does he mean?  

11. How are the homes of the poor distinguished from the homes of the rich?  

12. How is the doctor described?  

13. What race do you suppose the doctor is of?  

14. What does the doctor’s comment on the bottom of page 14 reveal about his attitude toward 

Indians?  

15. Contrast Kino’s life, which is a life close to nature, to the doctor’s life, which is a life amidst 

civilization.  

Chapter 2 (pg. 17-26)  

1. How is a canoe a bulwark against starvation?  

2. How is a pearl formed?  

3. What does Juana pray for? Why?  

4. The Indians think of God or “the gods.” What does this reveal about their religious beliefs?  



5. On what two discoveries does Chapter 2 end?  

6. Why does Kino howl?  

7. On page 18, Steinbeck tells us that because the mixture of air and water over the gulf creates mirages, 

the Indians do not trust what they see with their eyes. How could this fit with the theme of “appearance 

versus reality”?  

Chapter 3 (pg. 27-51)  

1. In the opening what is the town compared to? Why do you suppose he makes this comparison?  

2. How does the news of the pearl affect a) the priest, b) the shopkeepers, c) the doctor, and d) the 

beggars.  

3. In what sense (page 30) did Kino become “every man’s enemy”?  

4. How is the news of the pearl compared to the poisonous sting of the scorpion?  

5. What does Kino say he will do once the pearl is sold?  

6. At the bottom of page 35 Kino hears “the music of evil” faintly. Who do you think brings it in to Kino’s 

house? Give a reason for your answer.  

7. As the doctor approaches, why is Kino feeling rage?  

8. On page 39 how does Kino feel trapped by his own ignorance?  

9. What do you guess the doctor gives Coyotito?  

10. What is suggested by the references to the fish and mice on page 42-43?  

11. How does the doctor find out where Kino has hidden the pearl?  

12. After the intruder is driven off, what does Juana say of the pearl? Why?  

13. Why can Kino not do this?  

14. Back on pages 33-34, why is Kino afraid of making plans? 

Chapter 4 (pg. 53-74)  

1. In the first paragraph how has the wholeness of the town been disrupted?  

2. Why is there no longer any real competition among the pearl buyers?  

3. Why is this a big day for the entire village?  



4. In earlier times how did the pearl divers try to get a better price for their pearls and what happened 

to their effort?  

5. What is suggested by the priest’s sermon on pages 59-60?  

6. What might lead Kino and his brother to believe this? What might lead them to be suspicious of the 

priest’s sermon?  

7. How does Steinbeck show us that despite what he says, the pearl buyer is impressed by the size and 

beauty of the pearl?  

8. How does the pearl buyer devalue the pearl? 

 9. What further strategy does the buyer use to try to convince Kino that the pearl has little value?  

10. How is the village divided on Kino’s actions with the pearl buyer?  

11. On page 69 it says, “(Kino) had lost one world and had not gained another.” What world did he lose?  

12. Why does it take much courage for Kino to make the decision to go to the city?  

13. Why is Kino’s brother afraid for him?  

14. Kino’s brother, Juan Tomas, is older and wiser. What insightful comment does he make about their 

friends?  

15. What does Kino say this time when Juana again says they should get rid of the pearl because it brings 

evil? What is implied in his answer?  

16. At this point do you think Kino is right or is he just being stupid and willful?  

17. What plans do they make for the next day?  

 


